NEW Always up-to-date with Laundry Program Manager
» Create own programs on your PC
» Transfer to machine via USB cable

NEW A step forward in user-friendliness with New Compass Pro®
» Easy operation with an ergonomic, robust turn-and-push knob
» Powerful and versatile control with up to 55 programs and many options
» Always the highest safety with Hygiene Watchdog – unique from Electrolux
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NEW Ergonomic operation with easy Click-and-Pull door handle
» Intuitive and natural operation
» Safe, quick and easy movements

NEW Optimised working station thanks to Redesigned Inner and Outer Doors
» Almost 180° opening angle for operation from either side of outer door
» 15 % bigger door opening
» Most natural loading and unloading postures avoid neck and back pains

NEW A step beyond safety and ergonomics with the Automatic Inner Drum Positioning and user-friendly Inner Door Locking System
» Quicker, easier and safer loading and unloading
» More safety guaranteed

NEW Less maintenance, longer lifetime thanks to Barrier Technology – inspired by Pullman
» Heavy Duty Pullman chassis for optimum stability and longevity
» Advanced bearing construction and Poly-V belt transmission ensure reliable silent operation

NEW Outstanding ergonomics that will make your operators working more efficient and more relaxed
» Better work station than any competitor
» 15 % larger door opening surface area
» 12 % more capacity for 10 % less footprint
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Go where no man has gone before. Change now and explore the new Evolution Barrier Range – inspired by Pullman.


Discover the Electrolux Excellence and share more of our thinking at www.electrolux.com/professional

Best flexibility with reversible doors
- Simple direction changes in cramped spaces
- Can be reversed on site in more compact laundries

Maximum safety and serviceability
- Extra-large access to all vital functions
- Clear and logical architecture
- Quick and operational
- All 3 capacities can be handled with a standard forklift

Professional and comprehensive hygiene package with the Barrier Wall Kit
- Barrier Wall Kit not included in delivery
- Spare parts are available for at least 10 years from the end of production

Unique Excellence
from initial planning to final installation
We fine-tune every detail to give your laundry the right professional finish.

Maximum safety and serviceability
- Extra-large access to all vital functions
- Clear and logical architecture
- Quick and operational
- All 3 capacities can be handled with a standard forklift

Unique Service Excellence
Always near. Always there for you
A reliable, global presence. Electrolux Professional offers the most extensive service network of skilled, authorised partners for daily, basic installation, spare parts and maintenance. All of them provide an efficient customer service and fast technical assistance.
- 1,900 authorised service centres
- Over 7,000 expert technicians
- 44,000 available spare parts in stock
- Spare parts are available for at least 10 years from the end of production
- 24 – 48 hr spare parts delivery worldwide
- 20,000 customers serviced every day

Ergonomic design with hygiene at heart

Electrolux Excellence

Go where no man has gone before. Change now and explore the new Evolution Barrier Range – inspired by Pullman.

Professional and comprehensive hygiene package with the Barrier Wall Kit
- Barrier Wall Kit not included in delivery
- Spare parts are available for at least 10 years from the end of production

Discover the Electrolux Excellence and share more of our thinking at www.electrolux.com/professional